Riddle 1
My unit is a metric measure.
My unit measures a tree but not a worm.
My unit is 100 times larger than a centimeter.
What am I?

Riddle 2
My unit is not used to measure length or weight.
My unit is a measurement of time.
My unit is used to measure how long it takes to bake cookies.
What am I?

Riddle 3
My unit is a metric measure.
My unit could be used to measure how tall a mountain is.
My unit is 1,000 times larger than a meter.
What am I?

Riddle 4
My unit is a standard measure.
My unit could be used to measure how much water fills a bathtub.
Milk comes in containers my size.
What am I?

Riddle 5
My unit is a standard measure.
My unit is used to measure how heavy things are.
You could measure the weight of your big brother with me.
What am I?

Riddle 6
My unit is a metric measure.
My unit could measure the amount of water in an eye dropper.
My unit is 1,000 times smaller than a liter.
What am I?
Riddle 7
My unit is a measure of time.
My unit measures how old grandma is but not baby brother.
My unit counts by 10s.
What am I?

Riddle 8
My unit is a metric measure.
My unit could be used to measure how heavy a paperclip is.
My unit is very small, but is the largest of its kind.
What am I?

Riddle 9
My unit is a standard measure.
My unit could be used to measure the width of a house but not a table.
My unit is equal to three of another standard unit of measure.
What am I?

Riddle 10
My unit is a metric measure.
Soda bottles often come in units my size.
My unit is 10 times smaller than a decaliter.
What am I?
Measurement Riddle Solutions
1. meter
2. minutes
3. kilometer
4. gallons
5. pounds
6. milliliter
7. decade
8. kilogram
9. yard
10. liter